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The confrontation and comparison of the literary judgments of two or more 
contemporary critics on a single literary work is not a method frequently used 
in literary history, for its scope is necessarily narrow and the results it provides 
are more often insignificant details than important discoveries. It would be a pity, 
however, to refuse this method in such a case, when the compared critics are 
unmistakably great personalities and when the confrontation promises to throw 
light upon their critical principles from an unusual angle. Such a rare opportunity 
offers itself in the case of three great representatives of the European culture 
and thought of the last century, the founder of Marxism, K a r l Marx, the Russian 
revolutionary democratic critic, V . G. Belinsky and the great English critical 
realist, W . M . Thackeray, who all almost at the same time reviewed or analysed 
the same novel, namely Eugene Sue's Les Mystdres de Paris. In comparing 
the evaluations of Marx and Belinsky we are not opening up new ground, as 
this has already formed the subject of Soviet studies; Thackeray's opinions 
however have never been analysed in this connection. There is no doubt that 
the comparison would bring more fruitful results, if the literary work in question 
were an outstanding work of art or at least reached an average literary standard. 
But even if the low artistic level of Sue's novel detracts somewhat from the 
value of our research, the greatness of his critics guarantees at least interesting 
results. 

I. 

Eugene Sue's novel Les Mysteres de Paris was published in instalments in the 
Journal des debats during 1842—3. It was the first of the two social novels (the 
second was Juif errant, published in 1844—5) in which Sue followed in the 
footsteps of the French progressive romanticists, especially George Sand and 
Victor Hugo, and by which he earned his place in the history of French litera
ture. Nowadays we regard this novel as a literary work of inferior artistic quality, 
by itself not worthy of critical notice, justly degraded with other works of the 
type, as Antonio Gramsci pointed out, "to the caretaker's flat and the basement 
floor"1. A t the time of its publication, however, and for some decades afterwards, 
the novel enjoyed world-wide popularity, was translated into most European 
languages,2 was hungrily read by masses of common readers and excited the 
interest of progressive intellectuals in France and other European countries. 
As the Soviet literary historians emphasize,3 Les Mysteres de Paris were espe
cially highly appreciated by the French Fourierist critics, who welcomed Sue's 
convincing depiction of the seamy side of capitalist society and saw in him their 
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follower, and by Frederick 'Engels, who in his early article Continental Move
ments (1844) took notice of the deep influence exercised by the novel upon 
public opinion in Germany and praised Sue's endeavour to draw the attention 
of the public to the condition of the people. 

It is not altogether uncommon in the history of literature for a second-rate 
novel of adventure and mystery like Les Mysteres de Paris to achieve wide
spread popularity; what required to be explained was the interest the novel 
excited among the more advanced members of the working classes and progresr 
sive intellectuals. This explanation was amply provided by V . G. Belinsky, onte 
of the most clear-sighted progressive critics of his time. He took notice of the 
great success of the novel in France and Russia in 1843, 4 promised to write 
at length about it in some of his forthcoming contributions and fulfilled his prom
ise the next year by writing the review of the novel. 5 Belinsky feels a great 
responsibility as a critic towards Russian readers, misled and confused by the 
panegyrics on the genius of Eugene Sue published in some periodicals, and, 
to enable them to understand the extraordinary success of Sue's novel, presents 
an acute and profound analysis of the underlying "lftcal and historical reasons". 
In his sharply outlined characterization of the contemporary social situation 
in France he pays special attention to the condition of the working masses during 
and after the French bourgeois revolution of 1830, because that condition is "so 
closely connected with the content of 'Les Mysteres de Par i s ' " (Stati i recenzii 
2, 632 [further = Stat'i]). He arrives at the historically correct conclusion that 
the victory of the French people in the revolution brought them nothing but 
exclusion from the rights of the Charter for which they had fought, and distress
ful conditions surpassing "the most daring flights of fantasy" (ibid.). As the 
Soviet commentators on. Belinsky's review emphasize, his analysis is pervaded 
by his firm faith in the French people as the only bearers of progress and 
rightful heirs of the future of their country. He points out that the French 
people have profited from their recent political lesson, are beginning to educate 
themselves, have "their own poets who show them their future" (ibid.) and also 
new genuine friends who raise their powerful voice on their behalf (Belinsky 
has in mind the Utopian Socialists). Eugene Sue, however, as the critic empha
sizes, is not a real friend of the people, he belongs to the newly appeared host 
of false friends, who see in the people only a suitable means for seizing power 
and enriching themselves in the process. Sue skilfully made use of the special 
situation in France, where the people became "a social, political and administra
tive problem" (ibid.) and made the first advantageous literary speculation of 
choosing the people as the hero of his novel. His lucky choice put in motion 
interest in important social problems among the masses of the reading public 
and is the root, as the critic concludes, of his amazing success. 

The above conclusions of the great critic concerning the popularity of the 
French novelist are not the only positive results of the introductory part of his 
review. He also profoundly analyses "the spirit of speculation governing French 
literature" (ibid.), reveals that the universal standard by which success in bour
geois society is measured is money, and demonstrates the corrupting influence 
of the commercial character of literature upon the development of some contem
porary French writers. Eugene Sue, for instance, started his literary career as 
the follower and imitator of Byron, but when he received a large sum for his 
Mysteres de Paris and was offered one hundred thousand francs for his next novel 
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yet unwritten, he ceased to look upon the world through dark spectacles and 
changed into "a respectable bourgeois in the full sense of the word" (ibid., 633). 

W . M . Thackeray's response to the popularity of Les Mysteres de Paris in 
some points approaches that of Belinsky but he does not penetrate so deeply, 
because he ignores the social conditions in which the novel originated and seeks 
the roots of its success only in the sphere of the literary convention and tradition 
which it continued. The reason for this essential difference between the two 
critics must be sought for in the more advanced social and political views of the 
Russian revolutionary democrat. Nevertheless Thackeray, like Belinsky, had 
followed with interest the great success of the popular French romantic writer 
even before writing his review and during the whole time when Sue was at the 
zenith of his fame, and his attitude, like that of his Russian contemporary, had 
always been highly critical. Thus for example in his journal of 1841 he wrote 
with contempt of Sue's novel Mathilde as of a work "the extreme fashionable-
ness of which wi l l form a good subject for imitation". 6 In his review of Reybaud's 
novel Jerome Paturoi7 he again ridiculed the fawning servility of Eugene Sue's, 
attitude towards the fashionable life of the French aristocracy, as it is manifest
ed in Mathilde, and his untruthful depiction of reality in Les Mysteres de Paris, 
ifrom which, as he emphasizes, the future generations wi l l get a very queer 
notion about French society. In 1845, a year after his unfinished attempt to 
translate Les Mysteres de Paris (see note 2) he was asked by the publisher of the 
Edinburgh Review to write a short article on Sue's literary career, but refused 
the offer, for to go through a course of Sue's novels would take up more time 
than he was willing to sacrifice. In the same letter he briefly summed up the 
development of the French novelist in the following words, in some respects 
reminding us of Belinsky's evaluation, but differing from it by their strong 
moralistic colouring: 

"Eugene Sue has written a very great number of novels, beginning with maritime novels 
in the Satanic style so to speak: full of crime and murder of every description. He met in 
his early works with no very great success: he gave up the indecencies of language and 
astonished the world with "Mathilde" three years since, which had the singular quality 
among French novels of containing no improprieties of expression. In my mind it is one 
of the most immoral books in the world. "The Mysteries of Paris" followed with still greater 
success, and the same extreme cleverness of construction and the same sham virtue. It has 
been sold by tens of thousands in London in various shapes, in American editions, and 
illustrated English translations."8 

Also in his later works Thackeray several times took notice of Sue's novels, 
as for instance in Barry Lyndon, in his review of Lever's St. Patrick's Eve, in 
his preface to Pendennis and elsewhere. What concerns us most here is however 
his review of Les Mysteres de Paris, published in 1843 under the title "Thieves' 
Literature of France" in the Foreign Quarterly Review. Thackeray reviewed 
the novel in the French original, after the issuing of the sixth volume, but the 
fact that he had not read the novel as a whole does not detract from the value 
of his criticism. Like Belinsky, he evaluates Sue's novel as a literary work of 
"calculation and trade", intentionally adapted to the current literary fashion 
and especially prepared to suit the wants and taste of French and foreign readers. 
According to Thackeray, Eugene Sue is a literary merchant and quack, who 
sells his talent for three francs a line, and for whom money is the main point. 
So long as he receives it, he wi l l be, as Thackeray emphasizes, "pretty careless 
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as to the rest", " w i l l not be. deterred by any scruples of taste or conscience, 
or be induced to alter his course from any desire for reputation, or indeed for 
any consideration whatever, unless, of course, that of four francs per l ine". 
Thackeray admits, however, that the French novelist is one of the most success
ful literary merchants of his day and "one of the cleverest quacks now 
quacking", 9 for he can make his novels so interesting that al l the world is eager 
to read about his heroes and heroines. It is obvious from the above that Thack
eray, like the Russian critic, was conscious of the commercial spirit pervading 
literature in bourgeois society and of its deteriorating influence upon some me
diocre writers. 

K a r l Marx does not expressly refer to the popularity of Les Mysteres de Paris, 
but the very fact that he levelled his critical weapons against the enthusiastic 
German apologists of the novel, speaks for itself. Marx's aim was more ambi
tious, however, and his criticism is therefore double-edged. In answer to the 
apotheosis of Eugene Sue's genius, published in the Berlin paper Allgemeine 
Literatur-Zeitung and written by Szeliga, 1 0 in which Sue's philanthropic reforms 
were welcomed and the charitable deeds of the hero of the novel extolled as 
something "more fruitful for mankind than all the experience gained by mankind 
during the whole period of its history", 1 1 Marx devoted two parts of his early 
work "Die Heilige Familie" oder Kritik der "kritischen Kritik" (1845) to a thor
ough analysis of Sue's novel and of Szeliga's criticism. The purpose of "Die 
Heilige Familie", the first work Marx wrote in collaboration with Engels, 1 2 was 
the criticism of the philosophical programme and literary activity of the whole 
group to which Szeliga belonged, the so-called Young Hegelians (including be
sides Szeliga the brothers Bauer, Faucher and Jungnitz). This general aim is also 
strongly manifested in Marx's criticism of Sue's novel, the sharpest shafts of his 
irony being always directed against the speculative philosophy of the group 
as it shows itself in Szeliga's article, although he does not spare Sue's philan
thropic sociology, which has much in common, as Marx revealed, with neo-He-
gelian doctrine. A detailed analysis of Marx's criticism as a whole is beyond the 
scope of this article: in the following discussion we shall deal only with his 
criticism of Sue's novel itself. 

II. 

As far as the critical analysis of the ideological content, characters, plot and 
composition of Les Mysteres de Paris is concerned, the three critics set out from 
different premises and their arguments follow different routes, but they all 
arrive at a completely negative final evaluation. The standpoints of Belinsky and 
Marx are nearer to each other than either is to the standpoint of Thackeray and 
their evaluations agree in several important points both in praise and censure. 

As Belinsky correctly points out, the basic idea of Les Mysteres de Paris 
is truthful and noble: the writer intended to reveal to the egotistical Mammonite 
French society the sufferings of the poor and unhappy, who are "condemned 
to ignorance and poverty, and by ignorance and poverty doomed to vices and 
crime" (Stat'i 2, 629). But although the critic gives ungrudging tribute to this 
democratic and humanitarian tendency in which he sees the main positive value of 
the novel, he is not blind to the many weaknesses of Sue's creative method. He 
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clearly understands that although the novelist's original intentions were praise
worthy, the value of his depiction of the disastrous condition of the working 
masses is considerably limited by his failure to create a convincing and truthful 
picture of the French people. Belinsky demonstrates that this essential weakness-
of Sue's creative method is rooted in the limitations of his approach to the 
working people he depicts, as it is in its substance a genuinely bourgeois atti
tude. The French novelist sees in the people only "a hungry and ragged mob", 
does not know their genuine virtues and vices, does not see in them a social 
class to which the future belongs and depicts them as passive victims resigned 
to their inevitable fate, whose only hope is the charity of the rich, and whose-
only defenders are rich princes of the type of Rodolph, the hero of the novel. 
In his penetrating analysis of the main ideas of Les Mysteres de Paris Belinsky 
succeeded in revealing the two-faced and questionable outlook of the novelist r 

who expressed compassion for the distress of the oppressed (although the critic 
rightly suspects that the motives underlying this compassion were not disinter
ested, for Sue was aware that such an attitude would bring him reliable profits), 
but who was unable to propose or imagine any revolutionary change in the 
society which gave rise to such evils. Belinsky comes to a correct conclusion 
that the only change Sue coveted was the change of the hungry, miserable and 
ragged mob into a well-fed, happy and orderly mob, but that he could not 
imagine the people in the role of the masters of France, the role which was, as. 
he saw it, forever allotted to the French bourgeoisie. 

The social abuses which occupy the foreground of the/novelist's interests are-
first and foremost criminality and prostitution. Belinsky points out that Eugene-
Sue shows to the reader many skilfully written and convincing scenes of the 
moral deterioration and criminality characteristic of contemporary French society 
and that he even reveals how in some cases these abuses are supported by the 
existing French laws. But in spite of this clear-sightedness in individual cases 
the novelist is totally unable to see, as the critic emphasizes, that the real roots 
of criminality are embedded not in isolated laws, but in the whole system of 
French legislation, in the whole system of society. 

Marx, too, presents a profound analysis of the poverty and weaknesses of the 
main ideas of Les Mysteres de Paris and criticizes in detail the social and pol i t i 
cal programme proposed by the novelist as a remedy for the abuses he depicts. 
He pays special attention to Sue's endeavours to solve in his novel the basic-
contradiction of bourgeois society — that between labour and capital, sums up 
the proposed solution in six points and reveals that it is founded upon the follow
ing principles: private property is sacred and untouchable; the rich have 
a moral duty to use their wealth justly, wisely and generously to the welfare 
of al l the people l iving around them and to account to the workers for how they 
use it; the state must organize labour and form an association of capital and 
labour which would bind up the bourgeoisie and proletariat together by mutual 
sympathy and ensure perpetual peace in the state. Upon the detailed analysis 
of the concrete realization of this programme in the novel (the bank for the poor 
and the model farm founded by Prince Rodolph, etc.), Marx demonstrates that 
Sue's social and political doctrine is a typical example of bourgeois reformism, 
which proclaims the unity of the interests of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, 
and is nothing but a Utopian dream unrealizable under the existing economic 
and social conditions in France. The theoretical premises of Sue's doctrine are 
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founded upon the "poor discarded rubbish of socialist literature" 1 3 and bear 
witness to the novelist's entire ignorance of the existing economic relationships in 
bourgeois society. As Marx reveals, in some of his theories (on marriage, eman
cipation of women, philanthropy) Eugene Sue was influenced by the teaching of 
Fourier but he lacks the originality and strength of his master's thoughts. The 
same dependence upon old theories may be observed in Sue's reforms in the field 
of criminal justice and legislation, which contain nothing new, as Marx shows, but 
only warm up the theory of criminal law of the Catholic Church, explained 
by Bentham in his work Rationale of Punishments and Rewards (first published 
in France in 1811). 

It is worth noticing that Thackeray, contrary to Marx and Belinsky, takes 
no notice at all of the social and political programme propagated by Eugene Sue, 
nor of his pictures of the seamy side of French bourgeois society* and only 
in» a passing remark criticizes the novelist's idealized depiction of the model 
farm founded by Rodolph. He does not analyse or even mention the theoretical 
premises upon which this picture had been founded, nor refer to the whole 
system of Sue's social reforms of which his model farm was only a part. The 
reason for this may be perhaps sought for in Thackeray's deeply negative and 
disdainful attitude to the main principles of Sue's creative method, which is fully 
in agreement with his familiar resentment against romanticism in general and 
French romanticism in particular. He obviously does not consider it worth while 
•even to consider the doctrine proclaimed and put into practice by such 
improbable and unconvincing creations as are Sue's characters. 

The most interesting and suggestive parts of al l three critical analyses discussed 
<ire those dealing with the evaluation of the characters of Les Mysteres de 
Paris. The personages of the novel are the usual black-and-white portraits 
typical of romantic fiction and fall into three distinct groups, the moral contrasts 
among which are not worked out from the view-point of class origin: the positive 
characters (Prince Rodolph, the grisette Rigolette, Madame George, the manag
eress of Rodolph's model farm, the marquise Clemence d'Harville, the working-
class family of the Morels etc.), the characters recruited from the criminal Under
world and reformed by Rodolph (Fleur de Marie, Chourineur) and finally the 
detestable and incorrigible villains, whether inhabitants of the Parisian under
world, or members of the French bourgeoisie (Maitre d'ecole, Chouette, abbe 
Polidori, the Martials and the main vil lain of the novel, the notary Jacques 
Ferrand). Eugene Sue's schematic outlook on reality, seen through the prism 
of fixed moral categories of good and evil, is most penetratingly analysed 
by Kar l Marx and also aptly characterized by Thackeray. 

Marx convincingly shows that Eugene Sue as a genuine bourgeois, wishing 
to ingratiate himself with his own class, distorts, idealizes and falsifies the social 
reality he depicts, changes the real world into a dream world, which he peoples 
not with real, l iving human beings but with pale embodiments of the ideas 
of good and evil. Marx pays attention especially to the main protagonist of Sue's 
T)lack-and-white vision of mankind, his hero Rodolph, and the relationships 
of this character to the other personages of the novel. Rodolph classifies all 
the people he meets during his wanderings through the haunts of criminals and 
the palaces of aristocracy into two rigid categories, corresponding to the abstract 
Christian conceptions of good and evil, and sees in himself an instrument of 
Providence, whose task is to reform the not entirely corrupted, punish the evil, 
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reward the good and organize the world according to the novelist's ideas. Marx 
reveals that the result of the "miraculous cures" Sue performs through the me
dium of his hero upon the chosen representatives of the Parisian lumpenprole-
tariat is a change of "real people" into "abstract standpoints", artificial em
bodiments of Christian morality. He demonstrates this procedure of the novelist 
upon the characters of the prostitute Fleur de Marie and the criminals Chourineur 
and Maitre d'ecole, who are originally attractive and distinctly individual char
acters but who lose all their vitality when the novelist obliges them to undergo 
a Christian conversion and adapts them violently to his own purpose, which 
is not inherent in the characters themselves or in their social environment, but 
is stuck upon them like a label from the outside. Marx demonstrates that such 
an approach to the creation of character is in its essence a "speculative" method 
which excludes realism in art, just as speculative methods in philosophy preclude 
the recognition of the real world. In his detailed analysis of these characters 
Marx- succeeded in removing the artificial exterior given them by Sue and 
in revealing their real human substance conditioned by the social reality in 
which they lived. As the Soviet commentators of Belinsky's review emphasize, 
only Marx was able to do this, because he was intimately acquainted with the 
life of the French proletariat and "was already penetrating to the recognition 
of his future historical role" in preparing the end of capitalism (Stat'i 2, 908). 

In the opinion of Belinsky, which is in its final conclusions near to, that of 
Marx , the realization of Sue's ideas in the personages and action of his novel 
is the weakest point of Les Mysteres de Paris, which is in this respect "the 
poorest and most untalented work" (ibid., 637). B y means of a detailed critical 
examination of the main and subsidiary characters of the novel, the relation
ships among them and their actions as they are revealed in the plot, Belinsky 
comes to the correct conclusion that Les Mysteres de Paris is not a novel but 
a banal story of the Arabian Nights type. The hero and heroine upon whom the 
whole composition of the novel is built up (Rodolph and Fleur de Marie) are 
"unnatural and- in all respects impossible persons" (ibid., 641), most of the 
subsidiary characters are untruthful to life, melodramatic or at least lacking 
in unity and all the characters are placed into "violently created mutual relation
ships" (ibid., 643) and surrounded with theatrical effects. The plot of the novel 
is built upon lies and fantasies and is extremely silly and banal, "the events 
develop unnaturally and their solution comes through the medium of a deus 
ex machina" (ibid., 642). As Belinsky. emphasizes, the novpl as a whole, though 
it contains some relatively successful characters and convincing episodes, is. the 
height of clumsiness and bears witness that Eugene Sue is a "professional writer 
who had written himself out" (ibid., 644). Belinsky discusses in detail especially 
the two main personages of the novel and, like Marx, succeeds in penetrating 
through the thick layer of artificial colours smeared upon their faces to their 
real appearances, although he does riot achieve the depth and width of Marx's 
generalizations. Very near to that of Marx is his evaluation of the development 
of the character of Fleur de Marie. He points out that the young prostitute 
is "sufficiently natural and even interesting" at the beginning of the novel, but 
after her reform "suddenly becomes an 'ideal' and 'unearthly' girl, ceases to be 
natural and becomes banal and du l l " (ibid., 640). Belinsky's attitude to this 
character is not so generous, however, as that of Marx. Whereas Marx points 
out that the dirt of contemporary society touched the girl only on the surface, 
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Belinsky is convinced that her way of life left upon her indelible traces of cor
ruption which would not be washed off so easily as the novelist pretends. 

As far as Sue's criminal characters are concerned, Belinsky distinguishes 
among them two distinct groups: the criminals whom the author depicts as the 
victims of inevitable circumstances, finding in them at least some traces, of hu
manity (Chourineur, Martial), and the monsters of evil (Maitre d'ecole, Chouette r 

Polidori and Cecily). Whereas he regards, unlike Marx, the criminals of the first 
group as relatively well delineated figures, the incarnations of evil do not find 
mercy i n his eyes, and he condemns them as unnatural, exaggerated and melo
dramatic characters surrounded with theatrical effects. In his opinion the most 
successfully drawn criminal character is that of the notary Jacques Ferrand, 
about whom he writes that "the very idea of depicting a loathsome vil lain, who 
enjoys in society the reputation of a moral man" (ibid., 642) is worth noticing. 
But even this character lacks unity and is sometimes melodramatic, writes the 
critic, and therefore some of the episodes in which he plays the leading part 
seem to the reader exaggerated and do not inspire his confidence and interest. 
The most serious objection Belinsky raises against Sue's criminal characters is, 
however, that they are not original creations, but only unsuccessful and unskilful 
imitations of the characters of Charles Dickens. The critic correctly emphasizes 
that whereas Dickens, as a genuine artist, "truthfully represents criminal and 
evil characters as the victims of a bad social order" (ibid., 654), Eugene Sue, 
as a mediocre artist with a very small talent, makes only a few feeble attempts, 
in this respect 

Whereas Marx and Belinsky admit that Eugene Sue's creative method is not 
entirely devoid of some positive aspects, W . M . Thackeray takes notice only 
of its weaknesses and finds nothing to praise in the novel except its clever 
construction and undeniable interest. After summing up the plot of the first 
volume of the novel and giving a resume of the events depicted in the following 
five volumes, he comes to the conclusion (very near to that of Belinsky) that 
the plot "passes al l the bounds of possibility" and that the novel as a whole 
is "a gross, detestable, raw-head-and-bloody-bones caricature, fit to frighten 
children with, unworthy of an artist". The protagonists pf the plot are such 
absurdly caricatured and unreal figures that Thackeray does not consider it worth 
while to discuss them in detail. The small attention he pays to the analysis of 
Sue's characters and his neglect of their background in social reality are the 
main reasons why his evaluation does not achieve the depth of Marx's criticism 
and the penetrating clear-sightedness of that of Belinsky. But — as well as in his 
final conclusions about the essential untruthfulness of Sue's personages to life — 
he approaches the standpoint of the Russian critic also in his assessment of the 
character of Fleur de Marie (even though his attitude is more strictly moralistic 
and he does not see this figure in its development) and is also near to Marx when 
he maintains that most of the characters are rigidly schematic portraits in 
black-and-white. As he aptly expresses it, the "exciting contest between the 
white-robed angel of good and the black principle of ev i l " is the main motive 
power of the development of the plot and one of the reasons, why the novel 
possesses such a breathtaking interest for the masses of common readers. Thack
eray points out, however, that although the plot of the novel is constructed upon 
the moral contradictions of good and evil, it does not express any,real moral 
tendency. He especially resents those criminal characters in which the French 
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novelist discovers some positive traits (and in this aspect his evaluation markedly 
differs from that of the other two critics) because he fears that such figures might 
excite in the reader interest and sympathy and thus indirectly lead him to sym
pathize with their crimes and vices. As Thackeray saw it, the task of the novelist 
who chooses criminal and evil characters for his depiction is to tell the reader 
the whole truth about them and to make him "heartily hate them at once, as 
Fielding did, whose indignation is the moral of his satire". He does not deny 
that some criminals and prostitutes may have preserved good human qualities 
even in their adverse circumstances, but the writer who wishes to do a service 
to society has no right to depict only this agreeable aspect of their nature and 
make them "bearable by sweetening them and perfuming them, and instructing 
them how to behave in genteel society". The coarse truth of life, as it was depicted 
by Fielding, is according to Thackeray less dangerous to the morals of the 
readers than "the mock modesty" of Eugene Sue and other writers of criminal 
fiction. Thackeray admits, however, that in depicting criminality and vice the 
French novelist has one advantage over his English brothers of pen, who are 
restricted by the moral prejudices of the squeamish Victorian bourgeois society, 
"he is allowed to speak more freely". And in consequence of this, as Thackeray 
emphasizes, the best achievement of Sue is his "vigorous, terrible description" 
of the monstrous vil lain Jacques Ferrand, who does not leave the reader in any 
doubt about his criminality and does not lead him "to a guilty sympathy for 
vi l lany". Thackeray's evaluation of this character in some points agrees with 
that of Belinsky, but the English critic pays greater attention, as he always does 
in evaluating a literary character, to the effect of Ferrand upon the morals of 
the reading public. 1 4 

Thackeray's review of Sue's novel clearly demonstrates that the main criterion 
he uses in his evaluation of Sue's characters is the question of their probability, 
of their truthfulness to life. Even if he does not take into account the historical 
substance and social roots of these characters, like Marx and Belinsky do, and 
examines their truth to reality only from the point of view of general laws of 
human psychology and morals, this aspect of his criticism is its most positive 
asset. An undeniable fact,- however, is also the moralistic colouring of his evalua
tion, familiar from all his critical papers and in his review of Sue's novel even 
more striking than in his criticism of English criminal fiction. From Thackeray's 
correspondence we learn that this strengthening of the moralistic tendency was 
intentional. In January 1843, when he requested the publisher of the Foreign 
Quarterly Review to order the review of Sue's novel, he wrote: 

"Eugene Sue's last novel Les Mysteres de Paris must be done with some such title as 
'Thieves' Literature in France' — in a moral tone, with thanks for the cessations of the 
kind of thing in England."^3 

This quotation also suggests the main reason for Thackeray's stronger moral
istic attitude ( in 1843 he had almost brought his fight against the novelists 
of the "Newgate school" of fiction to its victorious end and naturally feared 
the possible revival of this literary fashion in England under the influence of the 
•enormous popularity of Les Mysteres de Paris.16 

* 
The confrontation of Belinsky's, Marx's and Thackeray's criticisms of Les 

Mysteres de Paris enables us to arrive at the conclusion that in spite of the 
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considerable and essential differences in their critical methods and in their 
conclusions, the three critics agree in one important point: that the characters 
created by Eugene Sue in this hovel are unconvincing and untruthful figures, 
not depictions of living, real people but embodiments of abstract standpoints 
(Marx), impossible and clumsily ugly creations (Belinsky), absurd caricatures 
of human beings (Thackeray). In distinction to Marx and Belinsky, Thackeray 
does not do justice to the novelist's democratic protest against contemporary 
social abuses and to his proposals for their removal, even if the latter are Utopian 
fantasies, as Marx demonstrates. And , finally, in comparison with Marx's 
generous and noble attitude to human individuals, even to those who are de
graded and downtrodden into the mud of bourgeois society. Thackeray's moral
istic attitude seems too narrow-minded, even if it may be to a great extent 
explained and apologized for by the specific situation in English literature and 
the social conditions in which Thackeray lived. 
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V. G. B E L I N S K I J , K A R E L M A R X A W. M . T H A C K E R A Y 
O R O M A N U E V Z E N A S U E „ L E S M Y S T E R E S D E P A R I S " 

Autorka clanku konfrontuje a srovnava kriticke soudy tfi velkych pfedstavitelii evropske 
kultury minuleho sLoleti, ruskeho revolucniho demokrata V. G. Belinskeho, Karla Marxe 
a anglickeho kritickeho realisly W. M . Thackerayho, o sveho casu velmi popularnim romanu 
francouzskeho romanopisce Evzena Sue „Les Mysteres de Paris". Uvodem podotyka, ze 
konfrontace tohoto druhu je pro svuj omezeny dosah literarnimi historiky malo pouzivana, 
ze vsak v danem pffpadS poskytuje moznost osvetlit z neobvykle stranky literarni soudy 
W. M . Thackerayho, ktere v teto souvislosti nebyly je§te zkoumany. 

V prvni casti clanku osvelluje autorka pficlny masove popularity uvedeneho podfadneho-
literarniho dila v sirokych vrstvach ctenafu i v kruzich pokrokove evropske inteligence 
v dob£ jeho vydani a vsima si podrobne zejmena pronikaveho rozboru kofenu Suova ifspechu, 
jak jej podal V. G. Belinskij. .lak autorka ukazuje, Thackerayovo hodnoceni popularity 
francouzskeho romanopisce se v nekterych bodech shoduje se stanoviskem ruskeho kritika: 
oba zaujimaji negativni posloj ke komercnimu duchu ovladajicimu literaturu v burzoasni 
spolecnosti a k jeho zhoubnemu vlivu na nektere spisovatelc prostfedni vebkosti. 

Ulavni cast clanku jc venovana konfrontaci kritickych soudii V. G. Belinskeho, Karla 
Marxe a W. M . Thackerayho o zakladnich principech tvurci metody francouzskeho romano
pisce. Autorka podrobne rozebira a srovnava jejich hodnoceni ideoveho obsahu, charakteru, 
sujetu a kompozice romanu, poukazuje na zasadni rozdily mczi kritickou metodou Marxe 
a Belinskeho na jedne strane a Thackerayho na ^trane druhe, zejmena pokud jde o hodno
ceni ideoveho obsahu romanu, a dochazi k zaveru, ze pfes tyto podstatne rozdily se kritikove 
shoduji v jednom konecnem zaveru. Vsichni shodne poukazuji na to, ze charaktery vy-
tvorene francouzskym romanopiscem nejsou obrazy skutecnych, zivych lidi, nybrz jsou to 
bleda ztelesneni abstraktnich ideji dobra a zla (Marx), neprirozene a nejapne figury ob-
klopene teatralnimi efekty (Belinskij), absurdni karikatury lidskych bytosti (Thackeray). 
Thackerayovo hodnoceni postav romanu nedosahuje hloubky Marxova rozboru ani pronika-
vosti kriliky Belinskeho a je silne zabarveno moralisticky. Aulorka dokumentuje, ze loto 
zesileni moralislicke tendence bylo u Thackerayho zamerne: v r. 1843 jiz takrka dobojoval 
svuj kriticky a polemicky boj proti anglickym romanopiscilm tzv. newgateske skoly do 
vitezneho konce a obaval se recidivy teto literarni mody, ktera podle jeho nazoru pusobila 
zhoubne na moralku ctenafu, vlivem velke popularity Suova romanu v Anglii. Ve srovnani 
s Marxovym slechetnym, velkorysym a hluboce lidskym postojem k lidem, a to i k lidem 
ponizenym do bahna mesfacke spolecnosti, se Thackerayuv moralisticky postoj jevi jako 
uzkoprsy, i kdyz jej lze do znacne miry osvetlit a omluvit. specifickou situaci v anglicke 
literature jeho doby a spolecenskymi podminkami, v nichz Thackeray zil. 

B. T. E E J I H H C K H K , K. M A P K C H y. M . T E K K E P E H O P O M A H E 
3. CK) „ n A P H « C K H E T A i i H H " 

B c i a n e conocTaBjiHiorcK H cpaBHHBaioTCK K p H T H i e c K n e cy«,neHHfi Tpex BejiHKHX n p e f l d a B H -
Tej ie i i e B p o n e f t c K o i i K y j i i T y p w H M b i m j i e H H a n p o i n j i o r o DeKa — p y c c K o r o peBOJ i iouHOHHoro 
AeMOKpaTa B. T. EejiHHCKoro, K. M a p K c a H a H r j i H H C K o r o K p H T H i e c K o r o peaj iHCTa y. M. TeK-
Kepesi o BecbMa n o n y j m p H O M B CBoe BpeMH poMaHe ( J p a H u y a c K o r o p o n a H K C T a 3 j K 6 H a Cio 
..Ilap-iJKCKHe T a f t H t i " . B BBeaeHHH aaMeiaercH, TTO conocTaBjieHHH aroro po«a H 3 - 3 a orpaHH-
l e H H o c T H CEoero 3 H a i e H H H MaJio n p o B O M T C x H c r o p H K a M H j i m e p a T y p b i ; B AaHHOM cjiyqae, o A H a x o , 
BoaHHBaeT B03Mo*HocTb ocBeTHTB jiHTepaTypHO-scTeTHiecKHe B a r j i f l i b i y . M . T e K K e p e a c rovs 
C T o p o K t i , c KaKofi O H H AO C H X nop enje He p a c c M a T p i i B a J i H C b . 

B n e p B o i i l a c T H o f i t ncHHioTCH n p a i H H H Maccosoft n o n y j i H p H O C T H Ha3saHHoro BTopopaapjia-
Horo pOMaHa B i u H p o K H x Kpyrax iHTaieJieft H nepeaoBoii eBponeHCKOH H H T e j u i n r e H U H H B ne-
pHOfl H3«aHHH; OCoSeHHO nOApofiHO paCCMaTpHBaeTCK flaHHblfi B. T. EejI&HCKHM npOHHKHOBeHHUH 
aHajiHa n p H i H H y c n e x a poMaHa Cio. /IaJiee nOKa3biBaeTCH, I T O o6i.HCHeHHe TeKKepeeM nony-
j i H p H O d H n p o H a s e s e H H H Cm B HeKOTopinx n y H K T a x coBnaaaeT c T O I K O H 3peHHH p y c c K o r o K p H -
T H K 3 . 06a O H H oTpnuaTejiBHO OTHOCHTCH K flyxy KOMMepIJHH, rocnoHCTBOBaBiueMy B jiHTepa-
Type 6yp*ya3Horo o6meCTBa, H K ero rn6ejiBHOMy B U H H H H I O Ha HeKoroptix nncaTejieii cpe«Hero 
jiapoBaHHA. 

O c K Q B H a H l a c T b CTaTbH nocBHUfeHa conocTaBJieHHio K p H T H i e c K H x BiicKasiiBaHHH B. r. Ee-
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JinHCKoro, K . MapKca H y . TeKKepex o rjiaBHtix npHHUHnax TBopuecxoro MeroAa ^paairyscKoro 
nncaTejiH. noApooHo paccMarpHBaeTCH H cpaBHHBaercH oneHxa HMIT HAeiiHoro coAepHtaHHfl, no-
CTpoeHZH xapaKTepoB, cxHKera H KOMnoanuHH poMaaa, noxaauBaioTCJi ocHOBHue paajinqaa Mexgry 
KpHTKiecKHM MCTOAOM MapKca z EejiHHCKbro c OAHOB CTopoHH H TeKKepex c Apyroa cropoHbi, 

ocofieHHO ITO KacaeiCH aHajiHSa HAeaHoro coAepxcaHHx poMa?a. ABTOP cTaTbH npzzoAET K 3a-
KjiioieHHio, <!TO, HecMorpH Ha cymecTBeHHtie pacxojKAeHHH, KPHTHKH corjiacau B O6IHHX BITBOAXX. 
Bee OHH yKaabiBaxre, ITO xapaKTepu, coaAaHHue SxteuoM Cx>, He HBJIHKJTCH x a p a K T c p a M z JKHBHX 
JiioAeii. BcrpeiaroinHxcx B AeHCTBBTejibHocTH, a TOJILKO SjieAHtiM BomiomeHHeM aScrpaKTHux 
HAefi ao6pa z sxa (MapKc), HeecrecTBeHHLrMZ z HejienuMH $zrypaMH, oxpyaceHHiiMB 
TeaTpaJibHHiMH scfi^eKTaMH (EejiHHCKHn), AO aScypaa AOBeAeHHbiMH KappzKaTypaMH JUDAefi 
(TeKKepefi). OueHKa TexxepeeM o6paaoB poMaHa He AOCTHraeT H H rjiySoKoro aHaxKaa, cgejiaH-
Horo MapKcoM, H H npoHHKHOBeHHocm KPHTHKH BeJiHHCKoro, npmeM OHa CHJIBHO MopajiHCTH-
qecKH pxpameHa. Asrop AoxaaBiBaeT, ITO Taxoe ycHJieHHe MopajiHcraiecKOH TeHAeimHH y Tex-
xepex yMBimjieHHo. B 1843 r. OH yjxe noiTH no6eAOHOCHO aaxoKqHji nojieMH^eCKyio 6opb6y 

•C aHTJIHHCKHMH pOMaHHCTaMH T. H33. HKireHTCKOH mKOJIbl H OnaCajICH peQHAHBa 9T0H JIHTCp*' 
rypHofi MOABI, KOTopas, no ero MHeHHD, oTpHnaTej»>Ho AeHCTBOBaxa Ha Mopajib HHTaTejiea, 
HaxoAHBnmxcx HOA SojibmaM BAHAHHCM nonyjixpHoro B 3TO BpeMX B AHTJIHH poMana SseHa 
'Cm. B cpaBneHHH c 6jiaropoAHbiM, BeJiaxoAyniHHM H rjiyopxo qeJiOBeiecKHM OTHomeHneM 
K JIDAHM K . MapKca, BKjimiaa JixweH, 3a-ronTaHHbix B rpH3b 6yp*ya3Horo o6inecTBa, MopajiHC-
THiecxoe oTHomeHne TexKepex HOCHT OTneiaTOK yaocTH, HecMOTps Ha TO, ITO ero MOJKHO B SHX-
-̂ srrejibHOH CTeneHH O6T,HCHHTI> H oroBopHTb cnei(n<j>niecKHM nojio>KeHHeM B aHrjiHHCKos XHie-
parype saHHoro speMeHH H o6mecTBeHHbiMn ycjioBHHMH, B KOTOpbix TexxepeH HCHJI. 

JI. n. 


